Quoted from the New York Times February 22, 2011, 5:02 am
Do You Write in Your Books?
The rise of e-books means the decline of marginalia – readers’ written commentary in the margins of
their books – much to the dismay of many book lovers, librarians and historians. Do you write in your
books? Do you enjoy reading what others have written in the margins of old books?
Tell us what you think about writing in books.
Do you write notes in the texts you read for school?
Do you write notes when you read for fun? Why or why not?
Have you ever come across a book with notes written in the margins by someone else, like a family
member?
Did they add to or detract from your reading experience? How do you think digital notes in ebooks
compare with marginalia in print books?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------HELP: browse this blog where some American students answered those questions in 2011. You will
find inspiration and useful vocabulary. (Make your own collection of new words and
expressions to share it with the class at next lesson !)
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